[Cancer curable by chemotherapy: malignant lymphoma].
The trends in the rationale of chemotherapy for malignant lymphoma are to use combination regimen, non-cross resistant alternating regimen, and hybrid regimen. Long follow-up results of chemotherapy of lymphoma were summarized as follows: for Hodgkin's disease, MOPP regimen of 20 years from NCI in 188 patients (pts) with 84% CR rate and 54% (101 pts) relapse-free (RF) at 15 years, and MOPP-ABV hybrid regimen in 76 pts with 97% CR rate and 90% RFS rate at 7 years; for non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL), results of three generations are reported: the first generations were the first generation (CHOP, BACOP, 40-50s% CR rate and 30s% long-term survivors), the second generation (Pro-MACE/MOPP, 70s% and 40-50s%) and the third generation (MACOP-B, 80s% and 60-70s%). MACOP-B regimen in 125 pts with large-cell lymphoma showed 84% CR rate and 69% RFS rate and 69% RFS rate at 6.5 years. In our studies with four regimens of VCP, AVCP, AVCP/EMLP and B-AVCR/EMVP, CR rate was 56% in 101 pts, and 26 pts are still in CR among 40 living pts. The CR rate and the RSF rate reported in Japan are generally still low for curability of NHL.